
WEBCON BPS 2020.1 
history of changes for version 2020.1.3.411 

Before upgrading WEBCON BPS 
l Make sure that WEBCON BPS licenses are up to date. It is recommended to 

refresh licenses before upgrading the system to avoid any unnecessary 
downtime.  

 

l If the changelog contains a section titled “Changes to existing features”, please 
verify whether the changes will impact your implemented system in any way. 

 

Bug fixes 
[General] 

l Improved the function of deleting an orphaned data source of "Dictionary" and 
"Document template" types.  

 

l Improved the operation of the "Trusted domains" functionality in conjunction 
with the usage of the custom headers set in the REST Web service action 
configuration. 

 

l Fixed an e-mail registration error in HotMailBox if checking the attachments by 
checksum was selected. 

 

l Fixed an error which prevented from generating process documentation. 

 

l Fixed an error which caused the default values list not to appear in the Studio 



when creating a start button.  

 

l Fixed the Contains function in form rules for the Classic form. 

 

l Fixed the HotFolder functionality of using barcodes to split documents. 

 

l Replacelogins procedure has been fixed. 

 

l Fixed an import bug "The DELETE statement conflicted with the SAME TABLE 
REFERENCE". 

 

l Fixed the hide path rule. 

 

[Portal] 

l Fixed the "search" embedded element. 

 

l Fixed the mass action buttons. 

 

l Fixed the display of the private view of the report. 

 

l Fixed an error where the calculated column and grouping disappeared after 
adding a new form type to the report. 

 

l Fixed an issue with logging via AAD to Portal after chaning an AAD user login.  

 

l Fixed a item list report bug which caused incorrect counting of grouped 
instances.  

 

l Fixed the work of the URL parameter on the report tile.  

 

l Fixed a bug of the data format conversion when changing from Classic to 
Modern mode. 

 

l Fixed the display of the report when the number of visible elements is set to 



dynamic. 

 

l Fixed the display of the pie charts on reports. 

 

l Fixed an issue with sending mass notifications. 

 

l Fixed an issue when filtering reports with multiple values. 

 

[Modern form] 

l Fixed an error of the Import-Export mechanism for floating-point values of the 
item list.  

 

l Fixed an error which informed about an expired license when editing a Word 
attachment. 

 

l Fixed an issue of the item list where conditioning the form fields editability didn't 
work dynamically.  

 

l Fixed the text field used to provide pop-up content.  

 

l Fixed the formatting and character encoding in the titles of the e-mails which 
are attachments.  

 

l Import and export of a boolean type value from an item list to an Excel file was 
fixed.  

 

l Fixed an error which caused the choice type form field not to be cleared 
despite a rule on value change being set.  

 

l Fixed the form rules used with the HTML form field. 

 

l Fixed the SQL queries used on an item list. 

 

[Processes] 

l Fixed an error that would display the 'Key not found in dictionary' message 



when generating documentation. 

 

[Actions] 

l Fixed the "Don't validate HTTPS certificate" checkbox used when configuring a 
REST data source. 

 

l Fixed assigning ID's the form rules after importing a process. 

 

l Bug in the "Invoke SOAP Web service" action was fixed. 

 

[Web Part] 

l Fixed an issue with the SWE Web Part where it would always display its content 
in English regardless of any global language settings in Designer Studio. 

 

[Mobile app] 

l Improved Touch ID support on the WEBCON mobile app for iOS. 

 


